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Abstract
We investigate the geometrical structures of multipartite states based
on construction of toric varieties. In particular, we describe pure quantum
systems in terms of affine toric varieties and projective embedding of these
varieties in complex projective spaces. We show that a quantum system
can be corresponds to a toric variety of a fan which is constructed by
gluing together affine toric varieties of polytopes. Moreover, we show
that the projective toric varieties are the spaces of separable multipartite
quantum states. The construction is a generalization of the complex multi-
projective Segre variety. Our construction suggests a systematic way of
looking at the structures of multipartite quantum systems.
1 Introduction
Recently, the geometrical structures of multipartite quantum systems have be-
came an active part of ongoing research on foundations of quantum mechanics
with applications in the field of quantum information and quantum computa-
tion. On the other hand toric varieties are important structures in algebraic
geometry [1, 2, 3, 4] which have also some applications in the field of string
theory [5, 6]. In this paper, we will establish a relation between multipartite
systems and toric varieties. In particular, we review the construction of affine
and projective toric varieties. Then, we discuss the geometrical structures of
multipartite systems in terms of toric varieties. We also assume that the readers
are familiar with basic definitions and properties of abstract varieties in alge-
braic geometry [7, 8, 9]. In this paper, we will denote a general, multipartite
quantum system with m subsystems by Q = Q1Q2 · · ·Qm, consisting of a state
|Ψ〉 =
N1−1∑
k1=0
N2−1∑
k2=0
· · ·
Nm−1∑
km=0
αk1k2···km |k1k2 · · · km〉 (1)
and a density operator ρQ =
∑N
i=1 pi|Ψi〉〈Ψi|, for all 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 and
∑N
i=1 pi =
1, acting on the Hilbert space HQ = HQ1 ⊗ HQ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HQm , where the
dimension of the jth Hilbert space is given by Nj = dim(HQj ).
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2 Toric varieties
The construction of toric varieties usually are based on two different branches
of mathematics, namely, combinatorial geometry and algebraic geometry. Here,
we will review the basic notations and structures of toric varieties. Let C be a
complex algebraic field. Then, an affine n-space over C denoted Cn is the set of
all n-tuples of elements of C. An element P ∈ Cn is called a point of Cn and
if P = (a1, a2, . . . , an) with aj ∈ C, then aj is called the coordinates of P . A
complex projective space PnC is defined to be the set of lines through the origin
in Cn+1, that is, PnC =
Cn+1−{0}
(x0,...,xn)∼(y0,...,yn)
, λ ∈ C − 0, yi = λxi for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
A general toric variety is an irreducible variety X that satisfies the following
conditions. First of all (C∗)n is a Zariski open subset of X and the action
of (C∗)n on itself can extend to an action of (C∗)n on the variety X . As an
example we will show that the complex projective space Pn is a toric variety. If
z0, z1, . . . , zn are homogeneous coordinate of P
n. Then, the map (C∗)n −→ Pn
is defined by (t1, t2, . . . , tn) 7→ (1, t1, . . . , tn) and we have
(t1, t2, . . . , tn) · (a0, a1, . . . , an) = (a0, t1a1, . . . , tnan) (2)
which proof our claim that Pn is a toric variety. We can also define toric
varieties with combinatorial information such as polytope and fan. But first
we will give a short introduction to the basic of combinatorial geometry which
is important in definition of toric varieties. Let S ⊂ Rn be finite subset, then
a convex polyhedral cone is defined by σ = Cone(S) =
{∑
v∈S λvv|λv ≥ 0
}
.
In this case σ is generated by S. In a similar way we define a polytope by
P = Conv(S) =
{∑
v∈S λvv|λv ≥ 0,
∑
v∈S λv = 1
}
. We also could say that P is
convex hull of S. A convex polyhedral cone is called simplicial if it is generated
by linearly independent set. Now, let σ ⊂ Rn be a convex polyhedarl cone and
〈u, v〉 be a natural pairing between u ∈ Rn and v ∈ Rn. Then, the dual cone
of the σ is define by σ∧ = {u ∈ Rn∗|〈u, v〉 ≥ 0 ∀ v ∈ σ} , where Rn∗ is dual of
Rn. We also define the polar of σ as σ◦ = {u ∈ Rn∗|〈u, v〉 ≥ −1 ∀ v ∈ σ}. We
call a convex polyhedral cone strongly convex if σ ∩ (−σ) = {0}.
Next we will define rational polyhedral cones. A free Abelian group of finite
rank is called a lattice, e.g., N ≃ Zn. The dual of a lattice N is defined by
M = HomZ(N,Z) which has rank n. We also define a vector space and its dual
by NR = N ⊗Z R ≃ R
n and MR = M ⊗Z R ≃ R
n∗ respectively. Moreover, if
σ = Cone(S) for some finite set S ⊂ N , then σ ⊂ NR is a rational polydehral
cone. Furthermore, if σ ⊂ NR is a rational polyhedral cone, then Sσ = σ
∧ ∩M
is a semigroup under addition with 0 ∈ Sσ as additive identity which is finitely
generated by Gordan’s lemma.
Here we will define a fan which is important in the construction of toric
varieties. Let Σ ⊂ NR be a finite non-empty set of strongly convex rational
polyhedral cones. Then Σ is called a fan if each face of a cone in Σ belongs to
Σ and the intersection of any two cones in Σ is a face of each.
Now, we can obtain the coordinate ring of a variety by associating to the
semigroup S a finitely generated commutative C-algebra without nilpotent as
follows. We associate to an arbitrary additive semigroup its semigroup algebra
C[S] which as a vector space has the set S as basis. The elements of C[S] are
linear combinations
∑
u∈S auχ
u and the product in C[S] is determined by the
addition in S using χuχu
′
= χu+u
′
which is called the exponential rule. More-
2
over, a set of semigroup generators {ui : i ∈ I} for S gives algebra generators
{χui : i ∈ I} for C[S].
Now, let σ ⊂ NR be a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone and Aσ =
C[Sσ] be an algebra which is a normal domain. Then,
Xσ = Spec(C[Sσ]) = Spec(Aσ) (3)
is called a affine toric variety. Next we need to define Laurent polynomials and
monomial algebras. But first we observe that the dual cone σ∨ of the zero cone
{0} ⊂ NR is all of MR and the associated semigroup Sσ is the group M ≃ Z
n.
Moreover, let (e1, e2, . . . , en) be a basis of N and (e
∗
1, e
∗
2, . . . , e
∗
n) be its dual basis
for M . Then, the elements ±e∗1,±e
∗
2, . . . ,±e
∗
n generate M as semigroup. The
algebra of Laurent polynomials is defined by
C[z, z−1] = C[z1, z
−1
1 , . . . , zn, z
−1
n ], (4)
where zi = χ
e∗i . The terms of the form λ · zβ = λzβ11 z
β2
2 · · · z
βn
n for β =
(β1, β2, . . . , βn) ∈ Z and λ ∈ C
× are called Laurent monomials. A ring R
of Laurent polynomials is called a monomial algebra if it is a C-algebra gen-
erated bye Laurent monomials. Moreover, for a lattice cone σ, the ring Rσ =
{f ∈ C[z, z−1] : supp(f) ⊂ σ} is a finitely generated monomial algebra, where
the support of a Laurent polynomial f =
∑
λiz
i is defined by supp(f) = {i ∈
Zn : λi 6= 0}. Now, for a lattice cone σ we can define an affine toric variety to be
the maximal spectrum Xσ = SpecRσ. A toric variety XΣ associated to a fan Σ
is the result of gluing affine varieties Xσ = SpecRσ for all σ ∈ Σ by identifying
Xσ with the corresponding Zariski open subset in Xσ′ if σ is a face of σ
′
. That
is, first we take the disjoint union of all affine toric varieties Xσ corresponding
to the cones of Σ. Then by gluing all these affine toric varieties together we get
XΣ.
Next, we will give a short introduction to an embedding of a toric variety
into a projective space Pr. A compact toric variety XΣ is called projective if
there exists an injective morphism
Φ : XΣ −→ P
r
of XΣ into some projective space such that Φ(XΣ) is Zariski closed in P
r. A
toric variety XΣ is equivariantly projective if and only if Σ is strongly poly-
topal. Now, let XΣ be equivariantly projective and morphism Φ be embed-
ding which is induced by the rational map φ : XΣ −→ P
r defined by p 7→
[zm0 , zm1, . . . , zmr ], where zml(p) = pml in case p = (p1, p2, . . . pn). Then, the
rational map Φ(XΣ) is the set of common solutions of finitely many monomial
equations xβ0i0 x
β1
i1
· · ·xβkik = x
βk+1
ik+1
x
βk+2
ik+2
· · ·xβrir which satisfy the following rela-
tionships β0m0+β1m1+ · · ·+βkmk = βk+1mk+1+βk+2mk+2+ · · ·+βrmr and
β0 + β1 + · · ·+ βk = βk+1 + βk+2 + · · ·+ βr, for all βl ∈ Z≥0 and l = 0, 2, . . . , r
[1]. This construction of projective toric variety is very important in the next
section.
3 Multipartite systems and toric varieties
After going through a lot of preparation which includes many definition and
abstraction from pure mathematics we are ready to discuss the geometrical
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structures of multipartite quantum systems based on toric varieties. For multi-
qubit state |Ψ〉 =
∑1
k1,...,km=0
αk1···km |k1 · · · km〉 the space of the separable state
is given by the Segre embedding of
CP1 × CP1 × · · · × CP1 = {((α10, α
1
1), . . . , (α
m
0 , α
m
1 ))) : (5)
(α10, α
1
1) 6= (0, 0), . . . , (α
m
0 , α
m
1 ) 6= (0, 0)}.
Let M = Zm and consider the m cube P ⊂ MR centered at the origin with
vertices (±1, . . . ,±1). This gives the toric variety XP = CP
1×CP1× · · · × CP1
and the polar P ◦ ⊂ NR is a polytope with vertices ±e1, . . . ,±em. Now, let
z1 = α
1
1/α
1
0, z2 = α
2
1/α
2
0, . . . zm = α
m
1 /α
m
0 . Then, we have the following map
Φ : XmP −→ CP
2m−1 which is defined by
(z1, z2, . . . , zm) 7−→ Z = (1, z1, z2, . . . , zm, z1z2, . . . , z1z2 · · · zm).
Now, the map Φ(XP ) is a set of the common solutions of the following monomial
equations
xβ0i0 x
β1
i1
· · ·x
β
2m−1−1
i
2m−1−1
= x
β
2m−1
i
2m−1
· · ·x
β2m−1
i2m−1
(6)
that gives quadratic polynomials αk1k2...kmαl1l2...lm = αk1k2...lj ...kmαl1l2...kj ...lm
for all j = 1, 2, . . . ,m which coincides with the Segre ideals. Moreover, we have
Φ(XP ) = SpecmC[α00...0, α00...1, . . . , α11...1]/I(A), (7)
where I(A) = 〈αk1k2...kmαl1l2...lm − αk1k2...lj ...kmαl1l2...kj ...lm〉∀j;kj ,lj=0,1. This
toric variety describes the space of separable states in a multi-qubit quantum
systems.
As an illustrative example we will in detail discuss a three-qubit state |Ψ〉 =∑1
k1,k2,k3=0
αk1k2k3 |k1k2k3〉. For this state the separable state is given by the
Segre embedding of
CP1 × CP1 × CP1 = {((α10, α
1
1), (α
2
0, α
2
1), (α
3
0, α
3
1))) : (8)
(α10, α
1
1) 6= (0, 0), (α
2
0, α
2
1) 6= (0, 0), (α
3
0, α
3
1) 6= (0, 0)}.
Moreover, let M = Z3 and consider the polytope P centered at the origin
with vertices (±1,±1,±1) which is a cube. This gives the toric variety XP =
CP1×CP1×CP1. We can get the fan of XP , by observing that the polar P
◦ is
the octahedron with vertices ±e1,±e2,±e3. Now, for example, let z1 = α
1
1/α
1
0,
z2 = α
2
1/α
2
0, and z3 = α
3
1/α
3
0. Then, the map Φ : XP −→ CP
7 is defined by
(z1, z2, z3) 7−→ (1, z1, z2, z3, z1z2, z1z3, z2z3, z1z2z3), (9)
where (1, z1, z2, z3, z1z2, z1z3, z2z3, z1z2z3) = (α
1
0α
2
0α
3
0, α
1
1α
2
0α
3
0, . . . , α
1
1α
2
1α
3
1). Φ(XP )
is the set of common solutions of finitely many monomial equations
xβ0i0 x
β1
i1
xβ2i2 x
β3
i3
= xβ4i4 x
β5
i5
xβ6i6 x
β7
i7
=⇒ αk1k2k3αl1l2l3 = αk1ljk3αl1kj l3 , (10)
where e.g., β0 = β1 = β4 = β5 = 1, β2 = β3 = β6 = β7 = 0, and j = 1, 2, 3.
Then, the projective toric variety is gives by
Φ(XP ) = SpecmC[α000, α001, . . . , α111]/I(A), (11)
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where I(A) = 〈αk1k2k3αl1l2l3−αk1ljk3αl1kj l3〉∀j=1,2,3;kj ,lj=1,2. One can also find
the following relation between this construction and 3-tangle τ and hyperdeter-
minat U which is given by
τ/4 = U = d1 − 2d2 + 4d4 (12)
where d1 = α
2
000α
2
111+α
2
001α
2
110+α
2
010α
2
101+α
2
100α
2
011, d2 = α000α001α110α111+
α000α010α101α111+α000α100α011α111+α001α010α101α110+α001α100α011α110+
α010α100α100α101, and d4 = α000α110α101α011 + α111α100α010α001 which is a
good measure of entanglement for tripartite system. In this expression d1 are
diagonal lines in the three cube (which we have shown to be the toric variety
XP ), d2 are the diagonal planes, and d4 is a tetrahedron.
In summary, we have discussed the construction of affine toric varieties based
on polytopes and fan. Then by embedding these combinatorial objects we were
able to define the projective toric varieties which are the space of separable state
of a quantum system. We have also shown the relation between toric variety
construction of three-qubit state and three tangle and hyperdeterminant. Our
result can also be of interest in the field of quantum computation, e.g., for the
construction of quantum register of a quantum computer.
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